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GREGORY C. OSIE
Defendant

On May 10, 2010 defendant's sentencing
hearing was held pursuant to Ohio Revised Code
Section 2929.19. Defense attorney's, Gregory Howard, David Washington and the defendant were
present and defendant was advised of and afforded all rights pursuant to Crim. R. 32. The Court
after the defendant plead not guilty and was found guilty, has considered the record, the charges,
the defendant's Guilty Verdict by a Three Judge panel, and findings as set
forth on the record and
herein, oral statements, as well as the principles and purposes of sentencing under Ohio Revised
Code Section 2929.11, and has balanced the seriousness and recidivism factors of Ohio Revised
Code Section 2929.12 and whether or not community control is appropriate pursuant to Ohio
Revised Code Section 2929.13, and finds that the defendant is not amenable to an available
community control sanction. Further, the Court has considered the defendant's present and future
ability to pay the amount of any sanction, fine or attorney's fees and the court makes no finding at
this time of the defendant's ability to pay attorney fees.
The Court finds that the defendant has been found guilty of:
MURDER

as to Count One, a violation of Revised Code Section 2903.02(A) a unclassified felony.
With respect to this Count, the defendant conviction and sentence is hereby merged into Count
Two.

AGGRAVATED MURDER
as to Count Two, a violation of Revised Code Section 2903.01(B) a
unclassified felony. With respect to this Count, the defendant is hereby sentenced to:
Death shall be imposed upon the Defendant, which sentence is imposed pursuant to R.C. 2929.02 (A) and
2903.03-2929.04.
AGGRAVATED BURGLARY as to Count Three, a violation of Revised Code Section 2911.11(A)(2) a
first degree felony. With respect to this Count, the defendant is hereby sentenced to:
Prison for a period of 10 years.

This sentence will be served concurrent with Count Two and Four.
AGGRAVATED ROBBERY

as to Count Four, a violation of Revised Code Section 2911.01(A)(1) a
first degree felony. With respect to this Count, the defendant is hereby sentenced to:

Prison for a period of 10 years.
This sentence will be served concurrent with Count Two and Three.
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Defendant

This Opinion is issued pursuant to RC § 2929.03(F).
INTRODUCTION
Defendant Gregory C. Osie, hereinafter Defendant, was indicted in this matter in a
five-count indictment, charging him with two counts ofAggravated Murder
(Counts One and
Two), one count ofAggravated Burglary (Count Three), one count
ofAggravated Robbery
(Count Four) and one count of Tampering with Evidence

(Count Five). Both aggravated

murder counts, which involved the death of David Williams, also contained three (3) Death
Penalty Spec fcations, two pursuant to RC §2929.04(A)(7), one allegedly being in the course
of an Aggravated Burglary

and the other allegedly being in the course of an Aggravated

Robbery with the other specification being that "the victim of the aggravated murder was a
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witness to an offense who was purposely killed to prevent the victim's testimony in any
criminal proceeding and the aggravated murder was not committed during the commission,
attempted commission, or flight immediately after the commission or attempted commission
of the offense to which the victim was a witness," pursuant to RC §2929.04(A)(8).
Defendant pled Not Guilty

to each of the charges and specifications. Defendant, after

consultation with counsel, in writing and in open court, waived his right to a Jury Trial and
requested that this matter be tried to a three-judge panel. That Panel, hereinafter "the Panel",
consisting of the three above-referenced judges, was randomly selected by court personnel in

pretrial proceedings which took place in the presence of Defendant and both defense counsel
prior to Defendant's decision to waive a jury trial.
On April 19, 2010, the Trial Phase of this matter commenced before the Panel.
Following the Trial Phase proceedings, viz: April 22, 2010, the Panel found Defendant
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of the following offenses: one count of Murder (Count
One), one count of Aggravated Murder (Count Two), together with each of the three

Death

Penalty Specifications attached thereto, one count of Aggravated Burglary
(Count Three),
one count of Aggravated Robbery (Count Four) and one count of

Tampering with Evidence

(Count Five).
Thereafter, the matter was set for the Sentencing Phase of the trial. Defendant, after
consultation with counsel and being fully advised of all of his rights, in writing and in open
court, waived his right to a presentence investigation and to a court-ordered forensic
(psychological) report for mitigation purposes.
Pursuant to RC § 2929.04, the Sentencing Phase of the trial commenced before the
Panel on Apri128, 2010, for the purpose of receiving evidence with respect to the issue of
whether the three statutory, Aggravating Circumstances, proven by the Prosecution beyond a
reasonable doubt during the Trial Phase of the proceedings, outweighed the Mitigating
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Factors beyond a reasonable doubt. The Panel permitted the State to use only selected TrialPhase exhibits during the Sentencing Phase of the proceedings. The Prosecution presented
with minimal evidence and introduced only the selected Trial-Phase exhibits. It presented
no additional witnesses. However, the Court permitted all testimony from the Trial Phase to
be admitted without objection by the Defense team. The Panel indicated that only evidence
relevant to the proof of statutory aggravating circumstances would be considered.
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In accordance with RC § 2929.04(C), Defendant was given great latitude in the
presentation of evidence of the factors listed in RC § 2929.04 (B) and of any other factors in
mitigation of the imposition of the sentence of death. He presented mitigation evidence
which included testimony from his mother, one of his brothers, a son, a community
organizer, and a minister. Defendant exercised his right to remain silent, and specifically
waived his right to any allocution.
An attempt by the Prosecution to present victim impact evidence in rebuttal to the
evidence offered by the Defense Team was rejected by the Panel.
Counsel presented final arguments.
The Panel entered into deliberations for the purpose of determining whether the three
statutory, Aggravating Circumstances, proven by the Prosecution beyond a reasonable doubt
during the trial phase of the proceedings, outweigh the Mitigating Factors beyond a
reasonable doubt. See RC § 2929.04
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
During the early monring hours of February 14, 2009, Defendant purposely caused
the death of David Williams while committing, or attempting to commit, the offense of
aggravated burglary. More specifically, Defendant, while knowingly entering or remaining
on the premises of David Williams, without privilege to do so, did, by force, commit the
JUDGE NOAH E. POWERS II
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following offenses: assault, theft, menacing, and did, at the time of the offense, have a deadly
weapon on his person, to wit: a knife, on or about his person. More specifically, Defendant
entered Williams' home to prevent Williams from testifying in a criminal proceeding against
Defendant's alleged girlfriend, Robin Patterson, and Defendant himself. When coercion did
not work, Defendant became enraged and assaulted and, eventually, killed Williams. As a
3

result of his activities during the early moming hours of that day, Defendant was not only
convicted of aggravated murder but three specifications charging that that offense was
committed while he was committing or attempting to commit the offense of aggravated
burglary, committing or attempting to commit the offense of aggravated robbery, and for the
purpose of preventing David Williams from giving testimony in criminal charges against the
aforementioned Patterson, all of which was proven to the satisfaction of the three judge panel
beyond a reasonable doubt.
In this case, the statutory, Aggravating Circumstances (proven by the State beyond a
reasonable doubt) that are being weighed against the mitigating factors are as follows:
• That Defendant purposely caused the death of David Williams while he was
committing or attempting to commit the offense of aggravated burglary and was the
principal offender in the aggravated murder. [RC §2929.04 (A)(7)]
• That Defendant purposely caused the death of David Williams while he was
committing or attempting to commit the offense of aggravated robbery and was the
principal offender in the aggravated murder. [RC §2929.04 (A)(7)]
• That Defendant purposely caused the death of David Williams, the victim of the
aggravated murder, who was a witness to an offense, to prevent David Williams'
testimony in any criminal proceeding and the aggravated murder was not committed
during the commission, attempted commission, or flight inirnediately after the
commission or attempted commission of the offense to which David Williams was a
witness. [RC §2929.04 (A)(8)]
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DISCUSSION: WEIGHING THE SPECIFIC AGGRAVATING
CIRCUMSTANCES AND ALL MITIGATING FACTORS
In order to sentence Defendant to death, the law requires that the Panel find beyond a
reasonable doubt that the Aggravating Circumstances in this case outweigh the Mitigating
Factors. The Panel must consider the evidence presented as to the aggravating circumstance
that transformed the offense of aggravated murder from a case in which the death penalty
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was not a potential penalty to one where it is a potential penalty. These aggravating
circumstances must then be weighed against the mitigating factors that would weigh in favor
of a decision that a sentence of life in prison is the appropriate sentence.
The weighing process is just that. The Panel must put the aggravating circumstances
on one side of the balance sheet and place all of the mitigating factors on the other, and then
make a determination beyond a reasonable doubt whether the aggravating circumstances
outweigh the mitigating factors. Proof beyond a reasonable doubt mandates that this Panel
have a firm belief or conviction as to what has been established. Proof beyond a reasonable
doubt requires that an ordinary person would be willing to act, and rely, upon that proof in
the most important of his or her own affairs.
Pursuant to RC §2929.03(F), the Panel must make certain findings. The Panel must
specifically find reasons why the aggravating circumstances the offender was found guilty of
committing are sufficient to outweigh the mitigating factors. See State vs. Fox (1994), 69
Ohio St 3d 183; State vs. Green (2000), 90 Ohio St 3d 352. To satisfy the statutory and case
law requirements, the Panel performed the within weighing process, weighting each
circumstance and/or factor from least important to most important in significance, as follows:
no weight, some weight, moderate weight, considerable weight, substantial weight, and great
JUDGE NOAH E. POWERS 11
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weight. The Panel did not consider the aggravated murder of David Williams an aggravating
circumstance.

AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCES
The weight that the Panel allocates to the statutory, Aggravating Circumstances
proven by the State beyond a reasonable doubt is as follows
THAT DEFENDANT PURPOSELY CAUSED THE DEATH OF DAVID
WILLIAMS WHILE HE WAS COMMITTING OR ATTEMPTING TO COMMIT
5

THE OFFENSE OF AGGRAVATED BURGLARY AND WAS THE PRINCIPAL
OFFENDER IN THE AGGRAVATED MURDER.
[Ohio Revised Code §2929.04 (A)(7)]
In many respects, the Court believes that the first two specifications were, largely part
of the commission of the aggravated murder, itself, or the "cover up" which followed
immediately thereafter, and accord each of those aggravating circumstances some weight.
The Court finds the aggravated burglary specification somewhat more compelling because it
was the first step in Defendant's criminal conduct that led to the Aggravated Murder of
David Williams. Regardless of how Defendant entered the victim's residence, the trespass,
which formed the basis of the Aggravated Burglary charge, commenced when Defendant
began to menace and assault Mr. Williams in his own home and to commit the predicate
offense, Aggravated Burglary, which invoked the felony murder rule in this case. This
circumstance the Panel accorded considerable weight.
THAT DEFENDANT PURPOSELY CAUSED THE DEATH OF DAVID
WILLIAMS WHILE HE WAS COMMITTING OR ATTEMPTING TO COMMIT
THE OFFENSE OF AGGRAVATED ROBBERY AND WAS THE PRINCIPAL
OFFENDER IN THE AGGRAVATED MURDER.
[OHIO REVISED CODE §2929.04 (A)(7)]
Of the two predicate felony murder specifications, the Panel found the Aggravated
Robbery to be less compelling. That offense (specification) was more related to the cover-up,
in terms of trying to make the murder look like a burglary gone awry. Nevertheless, the
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Panel was mindful of the fact that the Defendant took various items of property belonging to
Mr. Williams, which he used to commit a theft against the victim, even after his death. For
example, within minutes after leaving the residence, Defendant was at a local UDF store
filling his gas tank on the victim's credit card and, later, proceeded to Meijer's Department
Store, where he used that same card in an attempt to buy a ring, jewelry and a red negligee,
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ostensibly, to present to his paramour, Robin Patterson, as a Valentine's gift. This
circumstance the Panel has also accorded moderate weight.
THAT DEFENDANT PURPOSELY CAUSED THE DEATH OF DAVID
WILLIAMS, THE VICTIM OF THE AGGRAVATED MURDER, WHO WAS A
WITNESS TO AN OFFENSE, TO PREVENT DAVID WILLIAMS' TESTIMONY
IN ANY CRIMINAL PROCEEDING AND THE AGGRAVATED MURDER WAS
NOT COMMITTED DURING THE COMMISSION, ATTEMPTED
COMMISSION, OR FLIGHT IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE COMMISSION OR
ATTEMPTED COMMISSION OF THE OFFENSE TO WHICH DAVID
WILLIAMS WAS A WITNESS IRC §2929.04 (A)(8)1
The Panel finds most compelling this specification, that Defendant killed Mr.
Williams to prevent his testimony in a criminal proceeding. This was clearly Defendant's
overwhelming motivation in this matter, as evidenced by the fact that he sent a text message
to his paramour to assure her that her troubles were over and that the voice of the witness
against her had been silenced, and goes to the heart of the circumstances of the aggravated
murder. It represents a threat, an attack, not only upon the victim, but upon the criminal
justice system itself. Defendant silenced Mr. Williams to subvert justice, to prevent Mr.
Williams from Iawfully seeking justice and redress in the Courts of this State. This
specification the panel gives its most weight, great weight.

MITIGATING FACTORS
RC § 2929.04(B) provides as follows:
JUDGENOAHE.POWERSII
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If one or more of the aggravating circumstances listed in division (A) of this
section is specified in the indictment or count in the indictment and proved
beyond a reasonable doubt, and if the offender did not raise the matter of age
pursuant to section 2929.023 of the Revised Code or if the offender, after
raising the matter of age, was found at trial to have been eighteen years of age
or older at the time of the commission of the offense, the court, trial jury, or
panel of three judges shall consider, and weigh against the aggravating
circumstances proved beyond a reasonable doubt, the nature and
circumstances of the offense, the history, character, and background of the
offender, and all of the following factors:
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(1) Whether the victim of the offense induced or facilitated it;
(2) Whether it is unlikely that the offense would have been committed, but for
the fact that the offender was under duress, coercion, or strong provocation;
(3) Whether, at the time of committing the offense, the offender, because of a
mental disease or defect, lacked substantial capacity to appreciate the
criminality of the offender's conduct or to conform the offender's conduct to
the requirements of the law;
(4) The youth of the offender;
(5) The offender's lack of a significant history of prior criminal convictions
and delinquency adjudications;
(6) If the offender was a participant in the offense but not the principal
offender, the degree of the offender's participation in the offense and the
degree of the offender's participation in the acts that led to the death of the
victim;
(7) Any other factors that are relevant to the issue of whether the offender
should be sentenced to death.
Mitigating factors are factors which, while they do not justify or excuse the crime,
nevertheless, in faimess and mercy, may be considered as they call for a penalty less than
death, or less than the appropriateness of the sentence of death. Mitigating factors are those
factors about an individual that weigh in favor of a decision of a sentence of life in prison as
the appropriate sentence.
In accordance with RC § 2929.04(B), the Court has considered all of the evidence,
information, reports and arguments relevant to the nature and circumstances of the
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aggravated circumstance or mitigating factors including, but not limited to, the history,
character and background of the Defendant, and all of the following:
1. NATURE AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE OFFENSE
This Court has weighed the nature and circumstances of the offense for any
mitigating factors. The Court has done so with an eye toward relating them to any mitigating
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factors or mitigating evidence that exists. After weighing all of the facts, the Court finds no
mitigating factors exist concetning the nature and circumstances of the offense as they relate
to the aggravated murder of David Williams. Indeed, there is nothing mitigating about the
offense itself. Motivated by his desire to silence a witness against his paramour and himself,
Defendant menaced, stalked, assaulted, and, finally, killed Mr. Williams after battering,
stabbing him some ten times, and slashing his throat on at least two occasions before he
succumbed.
2. THE HISTORY, CHARACTER, AND BACKGROUND OF DEFENDANT
Defendant was raised in an area of Cincinnati known as Camp Washington. He had a
normal upbringing. His parents remained married for some forty-seven years until the death
of his father in 2006.
Defendant's upbringing was typical and ordinary, in spite of the fact that he and his
four siblings-- three brothers and one sister-- were raised in what has been characterized as a
tough area of town. During his youth, he was actively involved in Cub Scouts and Weblows,
and played several sports, football, baseball, and basketball.
His parents raised him with good, strong, German Catholic values and appropriate
discipline. Those values included community service which Mr. Osie continued to perform
during the fonnative years of his life up through high school. He performed paid and
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volunteer community service, cleaning up parks, playgrounds, and streets in his
neighborhood.
Near the end, or just after completing, his high school career, Defendant married a
lady by the name of Kate, to whom he stayed married until around 2006. That marriage
resulted in two children, Gregory Jr. and Brian.
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During most of Defendant's adult life, he was a lawful and productive member of
society. Indeed, the uncontroverted testimony is that from the time he was an older teen up
until the time his marriage ended and his father passed, Defendant was gainfully employed
and provided well for his family. He was actively attended the sporting activities of his son,
Brian, even coaching his team at one point.
He remained close to his family and committed to family values until around 2006.
He visited his family and participated in family activities and get-togethers with his children,
siblings, and parents. His family loves him and remains committed to him.
The Panel accords the history, character, and background of Defendant, which
includes some 46 years as a productive member of society, substantial weight.
3. ANY OTHER FACTORS THAT ARE RELEVANT TO THE ISSUE OF
WHETHER DEFENDANT SHOULD BE SENTENCED TO DEATH
During the course of the mitigation Phase of the instant proceedings, several other
matters came to the attention of the Panel by the Defense Team. These include the following:
Defendant's lack of a prior criminal record, his cocaine usage, and his alleged cooperation
with police during the homicide investigation which gave rise to this matter. The Panel has
addressed and weighted each of that alleged mitigating evidence.
The Panel believes that Defendant's lack of a prior criminal record has been clearly
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established. The evidence seems to indicate that Defendant may have had a single OVI (Ml)
offense and nothing more. This mitigating evidence the Panel gives significant weight.
The Panel believes that there is some mitigating evidence that drug usage became a
factor in Defendant's criminality. Indeed, subsequent to Defendant's marriage to Kate
ending, and the death of his father in 2006, Defendant's family began to notice changes in
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him. Among the changes noticed was the fact that he began using cocaine, and, perhaps,
other drugs and either borrowing and/or taking money from his mother. His brother, son and
nephew attempted an intervention approximately one week before the incident that gave rise
to this action, but without effect.
Hence, the Panel believes that Defendant probably had used cocaine on the day
preceding the homicide, and that he may have been under its effects at the time the offense
occurred. However, given the fact that Defendant's consumption of the drug was voluntary
on his part, the Panel gives its mitigating value minimal weight.
Finally, Defendant claims that his cooperation with the police is a mitigating factor in
this matter. While, superficially, that sounds plausible, it is not supported by the facts, as
revealed by his statement to the police. He did sign a Miranda card and indicated his
willingness to talk to police. However, a review of his statement indicates that he was not
forthcoming with respect to his conduct and culpability, and only admitted that which was
dragged out of him after being caught in multiple lies and falsehoods he told the police. In
the end, he was denying even the smallest facts and never did really indicate the location of
the knife which he used to kill Mr. Williams. This is bome out when he later admitted to his
cellmate, Donald Simpson, Jr., that the knife was located at or near the intersection of Grinn
and Barret in West Chester Township, which knife he requested that Simpson plant on
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another individual. Accordingly, the Panel gives Defendant's alleged cooperation with the
police minimal value.
4. ALL OTHER FACTORS ENUMERATED IN ORC § 2929.04(B)
The Panel has also weighed the other factors that are relevant to the issue of whether
Defendant should be sentenced to death. The Panel previously conzmented on Defendant's
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background and will not recount those facts again. Further, the Panel finds that Defendant
has two sons, a loving mother, three brothers and a sister. This has minimal mitigation value.
The Defendant raised the mitigating factors previously set forth in this opinion. Out
of an abundance of caution and fairness, the Panel has also reviewed all other factors
enumerated in ORC § 2929.04(B). The Panel finds that none of these factors applicable
except as previously mentioned in this opinion.
5. STATEMENTS OF COUNSEL, ALLOCUTION OF DEFENDANT,
AND VICTIM IMPACT EVIDENCE
The Panel has also considered statements of defense counsel at the sentencing. The
Panel did not admit into evidence, and has not considered, any victim impact evidence in
arriving at this decision. The Panel has not considered the aggravated murder itself as an
aggravating circumstance.

CONCLUSION
The Panel has considered all of the evidence presented during both the Trial
and Sentencing Phases as it relates to the three specific aggravated circumstances involved in
the death of David Williams. The Panel has also considered all of the mitigating evidence
and mitigating factors presented at both phases of the proceedings. The Panel has weighed
the three specific aggravating circumstances against all of the mitigating factors and
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mitigating evidence. The Panel has weighed the mitigating factors individually and
collectively. After weighing the specific aggravating circumstances against the mitigating
factors, the members of the Panel unanimousiy find that the State of Ohio has proved
beyond a reasonable doubt that the specific aggravating circumstances that the Defendant
was found guilty of committing outweigh the mitigating factors.
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Therefore, it is ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that Defendant be, and
is hereby, sentenced to DEATH on Count Two of the Indictment, and the specifications
thereto, and it is further
ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that, on Count Three of the
Indictment, Defendant is sentenced to TEN (10) YEARS in prison, which sentence shall be
served concurrent to Count Two, and it is further
ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that, on Count Four of the Indictment,
Defendant is sentenced to TEN (10) YEARS in prison, which sentence shall be served
concurrent to Count Two, and it is further
ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that, on Count Five of the Indictment,
the Defendant is sentenced to FIVE (5) YEARS in prison. The sentence in Count Five shall
be served consecutive to Count One, and it is further
ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that Count One, upon no objection
from the State, shall be merged with Count Two as an allied offense ofsimilar import,,and it
is further
ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that a separate judgment of conviction
and sentencing entry shall be filed in this matter.
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GE NOA

JUDGE CHARLES PATER
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